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ABSTRACT 

The Authors, on the basis of the thirty year experience 
logged by the Aqusta Company in the production of helicopters 
have drafted this paper for the purpose of demon
strating that drawing requirements alone (tolerances, specifi
cations, etc ••. ) can not always guarantee full interchangeabi~ 
li ty for the parts. 
The implications of this word which conventionally and from 
the dimensional vie~point is synonymous with installabylity, 
is hereinafter reviewed in terms of serviceability, which in 
addition to the installability requirement also covers the 
equivalent fatigue life requirement. 
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1. Introduction 

Any time a part is manufactured according to an appro
ved drawing of a certified helicopter,we are talking about 
"reproduction" of that part. 
In this paper we do not intend to qo back to thP. certification 
phase of the design and/or· to the first pre-product<ion item, but 
we strictly deal with the related problems,. after a set of ap
proved drawings have been released and lot of raw material has 
to be transformed into gears, shafts, blades and whole helicopters. 

2. General background 

The Agusta Company, being Licensee with Bell Helicopter, 
Sikorsky Aircraft and Boeing Vertol for many years has been for
ced to develop its own knowledge and capability in the field of 
reproduction of parts, assemblies and end products. 
Parts had to be reproduced according to the same set of dra
wings the Licensors, most of the time, used for their own pr£ 
duction, and parts had to have similar mechanical inte-
grity. 
Apart from Agusta's experiencP. during the reproduction ofparts 
over the .. planned production years, different practical aspects 
must be considered by any helicopter manufacturer : · 

- Facilities improvements and/or relocations, involving 
manufacturing or assembly processes. 

-Tooling improvements and/or modifications (castingm~ 
dels, dies for forgings, etc ••• ). 

- Different work sharing in the plant due to different 
work load conditions over the Years. 

- Subcontracting of parts, which is typical of fluctua
ting production rate, where the same part is manufactured par
tly in the plant and partly or totally by a subcontractor. 

- Industrialization of the product,which is the great number of 
··activities originated mainly by Industrial Engineering (exam-
ple on structural assemblies) to improve productability. 

- Changing o'f Supplier. 

Each of the above mentioned events can have a big impact on 
the airworthiness and integrity of the part itself up to a 
point where it might show characteristics different from 
parts originally tested, even if they conform to drawing un
der all aspects. 
A proper methodology must be developed and implemented in order 
to keep all possible parameters and relevant data under control 
such as manufacturing processes, inspection standards for ac
ceptance, work sheets etc .•.• 
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With the definition of "Manufacturing Control" we intend to 
identify the amount of activities developed by Quality Depar
tement, by Manufacturing Engineering, Tooling Engineering, Pur 
chasing in order to reproduce parts having characteristics es
sentially similar to those of the article originally manufactu 
red and tested (i.e. the same fatigue life and mechanical in-
tegrity). 
Helicopter manufacturers have developed different definitions 
and classifications of certain helicopter parts, such as cri
tical parts, primary parts, process sensitive parts, etc ••• , 
but the basic concept adopted is rather the same: identify, 
among the total amount of parts normally one helicopter is rna 
de by, parts which are required to have a high level of inte~ 
grity because of non redundancy and reliance on critical sin-
gle load paths. -
Parts such as the mast, main and tail rotor blades, parts lo
cated in the main and tail rotor hubs, in the main and tail 
gear boxes, and rotating controls are to be considered, in this 
paper, high integrity parts, whose mechanical integrity depends 
on safe fatigue life (some of which may be infinite). 
On this parts, as we'll see later in this paper, particular 
attention has to be focused,when their reproduction takes pla
ce and proper manufacturing control has to be implemented. 

3. History teaches 

In this paragraph we are presenting several cases, ta
ken from Agusta lived experience, where, sometimes too late, 
lack of consistent manufacturing control has resulted 
in premature failures, lot of troubles and, in the and, the loss 
of significative amount of money. 
Each case is treated separately with its own reflections, con 
siderations and conclusions on what kind of corrective actions 
have been deemed necessary. 
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CASE l --·-

Tail Rotor Hub 

+ 
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Description of the problem 

The part has been manufactured in the plant for a long 
time without problems; then it was subcontracted to a subsidia 
ry facility and, apparently no major defects has been found be 
fore acceptance phase of the first item. 
Then during the survey was discovered a hardness level below 
minimun required in areas A and B (see sketch). even though the 
hardness test was not required. 

Findings 

The subcontractor machined the slot by use of a heavy 
milling cutter, machining both sides and the bottom at. one ti
me, whereas, in Agusta's shops, that was obtained by employng 
a candle cutter and several cuts. · 
The excessive heat developed caused some of the forgings areas 
(2024 Al alloy) to be partially annealed. 

Remarks 

We believe that the check of the subcontractor's operations 
sheets against the Agusta manufacturing document would have pre
vented the problem. 
In addition the drawing has been updated to include some hardness 
test requirements after the final machining. 
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CASE 2 

Main Rotor Hub 
R 

'--

Description of the problem 

The part initially manufactured in the plant was sub
contracted to a subsidiary facility according to a general plan 
of work sharing. 
During the acceptance phase of the first i tern performed by the chief 
inspector who originally accepted the parts in Agusta, was 
discovered .a hardness level below the minimun requirements in 
areas A. 

Findings 

The subcontractor machined the slots by heavy milling 
operations and the excessive heat developed caused somespots 
to partially anneal. 

Remarks 

We believe that the check of the subcontractor's operation 
sheets against the Agusta original manufacturing data would have 
prevented the problem, because the sensitivity of that area 
had been previously experienced by Agusta. 
In addition the drawing have been updated to include some spe
cific hardness checks after machining. 
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CASE 3 

Main Rotor Shaft 
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DET. A 

Description of the problem 

When the first lot of masts had been reproduced by a 
different source, they failed to recognize some hardened spots, 
mainly in the flange radius relief zone (see detail A of the 
sketch). 
The defects had been found by Agusta Receiving inspection, which 
requested some additional ni.tal etching checks. 

Findings 

In hous!" experience in manufacturing the shaft sugge
sted in the past some additional inspection requirements, besi 
des those of the drawing, which have been included in Agusta 's -
work and inspection sheets. 
One of those requirements calls for a nita! etching check after 
machining (not grinding) of the relief, because due to the high 
strenght of the material (44-48 Rc - 126-146 Kg/mm2) subjected 
to very high frequency vibrations causing the contacting mate
rial to harden. had been induced by the special slender tool. 

Remarks 

Even though defective parts have not been put in ser
vice, timely manufacturing control would have prevented scraps. 
In this case the drawings have not been changed to include those 
additional requirements, considering them as pre-requisite of 
working and inspection sheets. 
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CASE 4 

Stabilizer Bar Assembly 
(already known as "the killing signature case") 

A 

z 

Seer. A-A 

Description of the problem 

Early cracks had been found in Z area starting fromthe 
very thin web of the double T section. 
The helicopter was in pre-production phase but several ships 
had, at the time, already flown and logged several hours, with
out problems reported on the stabilizer bar. 
Several parts had to be removed from flight. 

Findings 

The investigation revealed the cracks started from a 
vibro- etched signature by the inspector who made the final 
acceptance of the part. 
Previous acceptance had been made in a different shop of the 
factory which manufactured the first pre-production articles 
and then transfered to a successive production shop for the 
series production. 
The transfer had been made without checking of the marking 
process, previously done by rubber stamp. 

Remarks 

It has been found, that also the drawing was de-
fective about the marking, not indicating precisely how and 
where to mark. 
Later it has been updated. 
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CASE 5 

Tail Rotor Control Pitch Rod 

0 B 
I 

X 

DET L 

Description 

The pitch rod, according to licensee 
is made by three different parts, namely A, 
parately to their dimension and then flash 
After welding, the final dimension X has to 

drawing requirements 
B, C, machined se
welded together. 
be machined accor-

ding to B/P dimensions. 
In this case Agusta did a positive 
cause with the first part produced 
minimun wall thickness risk (part C 
and additional X ray in.spection had 
peration Sheets to monit.or the real 
nished part. 

manufacturing control, be-
has been evaluated the 

being a hollow part) .and 
been introduced on the 0-
wall thickness'on the fi-

The manufacturing r~ocess so developed,hasbeen ever since adO£ 
ted in the productio~ history of the part, during the years, 
and it is still in use. 

Remarks 

The Licensee issued, in the pest, an airworthiness ser 
vice bulletin requiring X ray inspection to the pitch control 
rods manufactured by him for the minimun wall thickness problem. 
The bulletin was not applicable to Agusta production. 
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CASE 6 

Tail Rotor Shaft Spline 

/ 

Description of the problem 

The problem appeared evident even from the first time 
we reproduced the part: after the nitriding treatment accor
ding to specs., the parts were ground and then magnetic in
spected. 
Surface micro-cracks became apparent only on spline teeth, 
not on the bearing area, causing the rejection and scrapping of 
the parts, which happened several times. 
Even with the Licensee support, it took time ·and efforts to 
clearly identify the correct temperatures and NH3 dissocia
tion required for the first and second phase of the nitriding 
process. In addition, in order to better control the in pro
cess development, a spline sector sample ha been introduced, 
instead of the cylindrical sample, to check the microstructu
re on close to real part condition. 
The magnaflux check has been introduced before and after grinding. 

Remarks 

It goes without saying, that when this part will be re
produced by other source, the transfering of all the above si 
gnificant manufacturing and inspection data is a "must" in -
order to receive back to Agusta a part with the same integri
ty level of that we are producing now. 
Doing so we will perform the manufacturing control over it. 
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CASE 7 

Acceptance Criteria 

Description of the problem 

When a new Agusta subsidiary Plant for producing ca 
stings,was opened, in the south of Italy, we experienced an~ 
ticeable great amount of scraps and rejections. 
A deeper analysis revealed, among other aspects, that ca
stings accepted by subsidiary Q.C., were rejected by Agusta 
inspectors. 
\Ve had to transfer to them, in addition to the models already 
available, all the X ray inspection data for each P/N produ
ced (current intensity, voltage, position) the same standard 
for acceptance we adopted in the p2st on our production, spe 
cifying the extent and location of permissible flows. -

Remarks 

Today, we believe, from the quality stand point, that 
the method adopted is th~ only way to save the integrity of 
the parts and to avoid loss of money. 
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CASE 8 

Gear 

Description of the problem 

The defect was very singular; one lot of gears already 
machined, finished and waiting for final acceptance broke by 
themselves, on few teeth,generating cracks as shown by the 
sketch above. 

Findings 

The heat treating process was performed according tothe 
specifications called out by the relevant drawing, but it has been 
discovered that the time elapsed from the deep freeze phase and 
the stress relief phase on that lot, was several 
days long, due to internal material flow which was recently 
changed. The reason of the cracks was the very high internal 
stress condition, after the deep freeze, not suddenly removed by 
the thermal relief as done previously. 
The operation sheet has been modified,specifying the tempering 
Within a few hours after deep freezing, which was, not written before. 

Remarks 

In gears manufacturing we learnt that the detailed 
manufacturing process must be closely followed in order to re
produce parts, in different lots, with the same characteri
stics. 
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CASE 9 

Hain Rotor Hub 
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Description of the problem 

A high rate of scraps, due to heavy cracks, as shown, 
after heat treatment process in a semi-finished condition. 
The part being subcontracted to an Agusta supplier. 

Findings 

..-

/110 cRACKS 

The investigation revealed that the subcontractor heat-tre 
atment configuration was different from that adopted by Agusta 
in the previous years when the hub was manufactured in the Ca
scina Costa plant. The fault configuration showed too small ra 
dius between the web and the flanges. -
The heat treatment shape, already experienced by Agusta and mo 
re suitable to prevent internal stresses, solved the proolem; 

Remarks 

Similarly to the same previous cases shown, we believe that 
the check of subcontractor operation sheets against theAgusta 
manufacturing documents, would have prevented the scraps and the 
working hours lost. 
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CASE 10 

Tail Boom Assy 

r ______ ., 
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Description 

The assembly was pre-produced with simple assembly jigs 
and by highly specialized operators. 
One of those articles underwent a static and fatigue testing 
positively. 
Then massive production started, with a new series of tools 
and a.ssembly J 1gs. 
Later in service the helicopter experienced fatigue cracks ori 
ginating in the joint area between the fin and the assembly
sequence. 
The industrialization did not properly replace the care adop
ted on the test articles, and suitable changes to the tool
chain and to the assembly sequence were made. 
The case taught us to transfer to production articles as much 
as possible the assemblyprinciples adopted on test items. 
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CASE 11 

Arms of Main Rotor Hub 
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Description of the problem 

The shot peening operation performed according to the blue 
print requirements, showed a strange difference inbrightness on 
the external surface of the hollow arm and it was tape _masked 
along the circumferences. 
Such area was later discovered being over hardened and not ac-. 
ceptable. 
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Findings 

The part had been to_tally manufactured in plant for many 
years, so there was no guilty subcontractor to find out. 
The investigation revealed a different fixture adopted for in
ternal boring of the hollow arm. 

TooL. LOAD 

-

SuP 

8.=-roRE 

AFTER 

The new roller bearinq sunport, adopted without protective 
r1ng, to permit higher cutting speed over hardened the exte£ 
nal surface due to tool load. 

Remarks 

This case taught us that, even minimun changes to a rna 
nufacturing process must be evaluated, before approval, against 
the integrity of the resulting parts. 
If doubts exist, let's try before with tests on samples. 
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CASE 12 

Main Gear Box Housing 

0 

oo 

Description of the problem 

The trouble was very singular and it took a lot of time 
to find out the solution. 
During the production test-run of a brand new main gear box, 
we experienced excessive lubricating oil tempera·ture. 
The next tes:ts gave the same results and tlje production was prac
tically stopped. 

Investigation 

The people involved to solve the problem, literally squee
ze out their brains scratching their heads between one disassem 
bly of the gear box and the other. At last they found defecti~ 
ve circulation of lubricating oil due to difference of inter
nal configuration of the housing casting. 

Remarks 

It was a reproduction problem, because it happened the 
casting was the first item of a series produced by a new supplier. 
Agusta could'nt blame the vendor because it was found-outthat 
the differences were within the drawing requirements. 
As usual we learn by error, and we introduced a specific con
figuration check sheet on high integrity casting in order to 
record the section shape of casting of the first i tern produced 
and to have it complied with any time the same part is produ
ced by a new supplier. 
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4. Final Consideration 

The cases presented before, among the many other we experienced 
are taken from the real life of an helicopter manufacturer and 
have been chosen in order to relay to the audience the same lessons 
we logged in many years in the field of reproduction parts. · 
The drawing has to be as much as possible accurate as far 
as the manufacturing aspects are concerned (marking, relief radi 
us, minimum wall thickness indications, etc ••• ) and must identi- -
fy, when the part is a "high integrity " one. 
However, the drawing alone is not suffiCient to permit the re
production of parts having same characteristics as those for 
which the certification of the drawing itself was granted. 
The facts presented,explain by themselves chatthemanufacturing 

·process, the operation sheet, the acceptance standard, the 
tooling and the operator himself, contribute concurr all toge
ther to the integrity of the final product. 
We do not know any magic formula to introduce the concepts o
ther than to seed and make them grow up inside the conscience of 
each professional engineer of the Manufacturing Engineering Opt., 
Industrial Engineering, Tooling Engineering Opt., Quality Con 
trol Opt. and Purchasing Opt. -
In other words the manufacturing control is made up by all the 
departements involved in reproducing high integrity parts; the 
task of the Quality people is to survey and to monitor that 
the entire process is done correctly and according to proce
dures previously planned. 
A good and sound manufacturing control means, for a manufactu
re~ more safe helicopters. 

5. Conclusions 

As shown by the previous examples, the close compliance 
with drawing requirements (dimensions, specs., etc ••• ) in so
me cases, is not sufficient to assure the interchangeability 
of some helicopter parts. 
This is because the term interchangeability has a broader mea
ning compared to the meaning so far associated to with it and which 
is the basis itself of the industrial world. 
For certain parts interchangeability means suitability to be
have, along the use, in a similar way (example same fatigue 
life). 
The concept, originally born as static, is getting today more 
and more dynamic. 
As matter of fact, it is extremely difficult to have thei11 concept 
totally reflected by drawing data such as the dimen-
sions tolerance, for example, and toda~ the succesful compl~ 
tion of a reproduction is mainly committed to the background 
and sensitivity of the manufacturer. 
We wish, however, to point out some recommendations: 

- The manufacturing operation sheet must be closely mo 
nitored during its history in order to evaluate the impact of 
evenly apparent minor changes to the document which originated 
parts firstly tested. Jhe same requirements is applicable to 
subcontractors. 
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- The manufacturer has to be considered the only appro
ved source for vital parts; alternative sources must be clea
red by the manufacturer only. 

The Airworthiness Authorities, as far as we know, are becoming 
more detailed in establishing regulations and criteria concer
ning the minimun requirements of the manufacturing control of 
high integrity parts. 
The British Civil Airworthiness Requirements - Working Draft 
of Chapter G4-9 is one remarkable example. 
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